Identification and modulation of a caveolae-dependent signal pathway that regulates plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 in insulin-resistant adipocytes
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Plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) plays an important role in the pathogenesis of obesity-driven type 2 diabetes mellitus and associated cardiovascular complications. Here, we show that perturbation of caveolar microdomains leads to insulin resistance and concomitant up-regulation of PAI-1 in 3T3L1 adipocytes. We present several lines of evidence showing that the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) pathway negatively regulates PAI-1 gene expression. Insulin-induced PAI-1 gene expression is up-regulated by a specific inhibitor of PI3K. In addition, serum PAI-1 level is elevated in protein kinase B-α-deficient mice, whereas it is reduced in p70 ribosomal S6 kinase 1-deficient mice. The PI3K pathway phosphorylates retinoblastoma protein (pRB), known to release free E2 (adenoviral protein) factor (E2F), which we have previously demonstrated to be a transcriptional repressor of PAI-1 gene expression. Accordingly, cell-penetrating peptides that disrupt pRB–E2F interaction, and thereby release free E2F, are able to suppress PAI-1 levels that are elevated during insulin-resistant conditions. This study identifies a caveolar-dependent signal pathway that up-regulates PAI-1 in insulin-resistant adipocytes and proposes a previously undescribed pharmacological paradigm of disrupting pRB–E2F interaction to suppress PAI-1 levels.

Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is characterized by insulin resistance, where the insulin receptor (IR) fails to elicit the metabolic signaling that is required for glucose metabolism and energy homeostasis. In insulin-sensitive tissues, the IR transduces two main signaling cascades: a metabolic signaling that is responsible for glucose uptake and glycogen synthesis and a mitogenic signaling that is responsible for cell proliferation and growth. The IR substrate (IRS)–phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)–protein kinase B (PKB) and Cbl-CAP-Flotillin pathways represent the major metabolic signaling, whereas the She-Ras-extracellular regulated kinase (Erk) pathway represents the major mitogenic signaling (1). Both in animal models and clinical T2DM subjects, a selective impairment of metabolic signaling has been observed, whereas mitogenic signaling is more or less unaffected (2–4).

Obesity is prominent among the plethora of factors that leads to the development of T2DM, although the molecular mechanism underlying the pathogenesis of obesity-driven T2DM is not well understood. Comparative analysis of large and small fat cells within the same fat pad reveals a 2-fold reduction in the levels of plasma membrane cholesterol in large fat cells, suggesting that a decrease in membrane cholesterol is characteristic of adipocyte hypertrophy per se (5). Recently, it has been proposed that the protein levels of caveolin-1 and -3 are inversely correlated to the body-mass index (6). Plasma membrane cholesterol (6) and caveolins (7) are indispensable for the structural and functional integrity of caveolar microdomains. We therefore reasoned that obesity might lead to caveolar dysfunction. Because the IR and several of its downstream signal transducers are localized in caveolae (8), it was intriguing to investigate whether caveolar dysfunction could lead to insulin resistance.

There is compelling evidence that plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), whose levels are elevated in both obesity and T2DM, plays an important role in the development of cardiovascular disorders (9). PAI-1, a primary physiological inhibitor of plasminogen activators (uPA and tPA), inhibits both fibrinolysis and proteolysis and plays an important role in mediating the cardiovascular complications associated with T2DM such as nephropathy (10), retinopathy (11), coronary artery disorders (12), and hypertension (13). Consequently, it is believed that normalizing plasma PAI-1 levels will retard the progression of cardiovascular complications (14). Insulin-induced Erk phosphorylation, followed by the activation of transcription factors of the AP-1 family, is considered to be partly, if not wholly, responsible for insulin-induced PAI-1 up-regulation in insulin-sensitive tissues (15, 16). However, because the mitogenic mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway is not affected during hyperinsulinemic conditions, such as insulin resistance or T2DM, this pathway is unlikely to be the primary cause of PAI-1 elevation during these pathological conditions. It is, therefore, intriguing to investigate whether insulin induction of PAI-1 during T2DM can be explained by directly linking the compromised PI3K pathway to PAI-1 up-regulation. Interestingly, it has been shown that IR-mediated activation of metabolic signaling (PI3K pathway) induces the phosphorylation of retinoblastoma protein (pRB) in adipocytes (17). pRB phosphorylation is known to lead to the release of free E2 (adenoviral protein) factor (E2F) (18). We have demonstrated (19) that E2F transcription factors can negatively regulate PAI-1 gene expression by repressing PAI-1 promoter activity independently of its binding to pocket proteins, revealing a novel mechanism for the E2F-mediated repression of gene expression. In this study, we investigate whether caveolar dysfunction can lead to insulin resistance, and whether the resulting impairment of the PI3K-PKB-E2F pathway can by itself lead to the up-regulation of PAI-1. We also explore the pharmacological disruption of the E2F–pRB interaction to release free E2F, which we hypothesize will attenuate PAI-1 transcription and hence its plasma level. Adipocytes are chosen for this study, because they are responsible for obesity, abundant in caveolae (20), highly sensitive to insulin (~200,000 receptors per cell) (21), the primary site for...
insulin resistance (22), and a major contributor of plasma PAI-1 in the obese (23).

Materials and Methods

Reagents. Methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MBCD) and filipin III were obtained from Sigma. Monoclonal antibodies against E2F1 (KH-95) and E2F2 (TFE-25) and rabbit polyclonal antibodies against E2F3 (C-18), E2F4 (C-20), E2F5 (C-20), pRB (M-153), p130 (C-20), p107 (C-18), IRS-1 (C-20), Erk, and PAI-1 (H-135) were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Rabbit polyclonal antibodies against phospho-pRB (Ser-795) and phospho-Erk were from Cell Signaling Technology (Beverly, MA). Rabbit polyclonal antibody against Shc and phospho-tyrosine (G410) were from Transduction Laboratories (Lexington, KY). Sheep polyclonal antibody against PAI-1 was from American Diagnostics (Greenwich, CT). All reagents for real-time PCR were from Applied Biosystems. The oligonucleotide E2pro, the sequence of which corresponded to nucleotides −72 to −32 of the adenovirus E2 promoter and contained E2F-binding sites, had the following sequence (only the upper strand is given) and was used for gel-shift assays: 5'-GAT CAG TTT TCG CTC AAA AAT TGT AGA AAG GGC GCG AAA CTA G-3'..

Adipocyte Differentiation. 3T3-L1 preadipocytes were cultured in DMEM containing 10% FCS, and 2 days after cells reached confluency, the medium was changed to DMEM containing 10% FCS, 10 µg/ml insulin, 1 µM dexamethasone, and 0.5 mM isobutylmethylxanthine. Two to three days later, this medium was replaced with DMEM supplemented only with 10 µg/ml insulin, and cells were kept for 2 days. The medium was then replaced with DMEM containing 10% FCS every 2 days. The cells were serum-starved overnight before experiments.

Immunoprecipitation and Western Blotting. Immunoprecipitation and Western blotting were performed as described (24).

Glucose Uptake Assay. Measurements of 2-deoxyglucose uptake into adipocytes were carried out as described (25).

RNA Isolation and Northern Blot Analysis. Total RNA (12 µg) was isolated and subjected to Northern blot analysis as described (26). The cDNA clone for mouse PAI-1 was provided by A. Riccio (University of Naples, Naples).

Quantitative Real-Time PCR. One microgram of total RNA was reverse transcribed and 1 µl of RT reaction was added to 24 µl of PAI-1 PCR reaction (1× universal master mix) with 900 nM forward primer [5'-CCTGCGGACTTCAAGTC-3']/900 nM reverse primer [5'-TTGAGTGCCGTGTACAGA-3']/200 nM TaqMan probe [5'-FAM-TCCGACCAAGAGC-MGB-3']. Thermal cycling was done as follows: 50°C for 2 min, followed by 95°C for 10 min and then 45 cycles of 95°C for 1 min and 60°C for 1 min. The fluorophor dyes for the PAI-1 probe and 18S rRNA (internal control) probe were 6-carboxyfluorescein and 60°C for 1 min. The fluorophor dyes for the PAI-1 probe and 6-carboxyfluorescein were tetramethylrhodamine. The reaction was carried out in an ABI Prism 7700. The output raw data were normalized with internal control and statistically analyzed by using MS EXCEL (Microsoft).

Small Interfering RNA (siRNA) Nucleofection. siRNA used for targeting cavelolin-1 mRNA has the following sequence: sense, 5'-GACGUUCUCAGUUGAGAUU-3' and antisense, 5'-AAUCUCAUCAGGAACGUCU-3'. Control siRNA sequences: sense, 5'-GAUCCUGACUAUCCAGGAA-3' and antisense, 5'-UCUGCGACUAGUUCAGG-3'. These sequences contain 3' UU overhangs. Specificity of these sequences were confirmed by performing a BLAST search against the GenBank/European Molecular Biology Laboratory database. Each siRNA (final concentration 1 µM) was mixed with NIH 3T3 cells overexpressing the human IR (NIH-IR) cell suspension (2 × 10⁶ cells in 0.1 ml of buffer-T/transfection), transferred to a 2-mm electroporation cuvette, and electroporated by using an Amaxa Nucleofector (Amaxa, Cologne, Germany) by using the program A-23. After electroporation, cells were immediately transferred to 1 ml of growth medium, and cultured in six-well plates at 37°C until analysis.

p70 Ribosomal S6 Kinase 1 (S6K1)−/− and PKBβ−/− Mice. PKBβ knockout mice were generated as described (27). S6K1 knockout mice (28) were kindly provided by G. Thomas (Friedrich Miescher Institute). The S6K1−/− mice and their wild-type counterparts were fed with high-fat diet for 5–6 months (required for hyperactivity of PI3K pathway) before their blood was taken by tail punctures. PKBβ−/− mice were fed with a normal chow diet.

Cell-Penetrating Peptide Treatment. The sequence of the interfering peptide of 18-aa length was derived from the prB-binding region of E2F1 (amino acids 402–419: LDYHFGLEE-GIRDLF) (29). A control peptide with the same amino acid composition, GEELEGHDLIFLDIR, was prepared by randomly shuffling the sequence of this peptide. Cell-penetrating peptides were prepared by coupling these peptides to the carboxy terminal of the cell-penetrating region of the HIV tat protein (amino acid 47–57: RRRQRRKKR) (30) via hinge peptide G. Differentiated adipocytes were separated from undifferentiated cells by using a Percoll density gradient as described (31) with a slight modification. Adipocytes were pretreated with collagenase (2 mg/ml) for 30 min, centrifuged at 1,500 rpm (Sorvall H4000,
was then layered on preformed Percoll solution (1.035 g/ml) to various treatments. Peptide was added to cells, incubated for 16 h, and then subjected to 4°C. The cells collected from the upper layer were resuspended by centrifuging at 3,000 rpm (Sorvall H4000, Sorvall) for 20 min at 4°C. The cells were treated with 0, 4, or 8 mM MBCD for 40 min, followed by insulin (100 nM) treatment for 6 h. Then, PAI-1 protein was immunoprecipitated from the conditioned media (because PAI-1 is a secreted protein) by using protein-G beads coupled to sheep anti-PAI-1 antibodies, and analyzed by Western blotting by using rabbit anti-PAI-1 antibodies. 

**Results**

**Perturbation of Caveolar Function Mimics Insulin Resistance in 3T3L1 Adipocytes.** To find out whether caveolar dysfunction can cause insulin resistance, we perturbed the integrity of caveolar microdomains and examined the subsequent effects on insulin signaling. Cholesterol depletion using MBCD, a reagent widely used to perturb the structural integrity of caveolae, was used. MBCD pretreatment dose-dependently inhibited insulin-induced IRS-1 phosphorylation, PKB phosphorylation (Fig. L4), and 2-deoxyglucose uptake (Fig. 1C). On the other hand, MBCD pretreatment did not affect insulin-induced phosphorylation of the β-subunit of the IR, Shc, or Erk (Fig. 1B). MBCD treatment alone (in the absence of insulin) was also found to increase the phosphorylation of p52 Shc and Erk-1/2, although to a lesser extent (Fig. 1B).

**Induction of Insulin Resistance Leads to Concomitant Increase in PAI-1 Gene Expression.** To determine whether MBCD-induced insulin resistance leads to the up-regulation of insulin-induced PAI-1 gene expression, we measured PAI-1 mRNA levels after insulin treatment with or without MBCD pretreatment. Results from both real-time PCR (Fig. 2A) and Northern blot hybridization (Fig. 2C) show that MBCD dose-dependently increased insulin-induced PAI-1 levels. To find out whether this increase at the mRNA level is reflected at the protein level, PAI-1 protein levels were measured in the media. Corresponding to the mRNA levels, insulin-induced PAI-1 protein levels were dose-dependently up-regulated by MBCD treatment. Filipin, a structurally distinct sterol-binding compound, also augmented the insulin-induced PAI-1 levels (Fig. 2B), suggesting that the observed MBCD effects were through perturbation of caveolae function per se. Fig. 2A and B clearly show that the effect of cholesterol depletion synergistically up-regulated insulin-induced PAI-1 gene expression. To ascertain that the up-regulation of PAI-1 observed here is due to caveolar dysfunction and not due to an unspecified effect of cholesterol depletion, we depleted the caveolin-1 protein using siRNA directed against caveolin-1 mRNA. In this experiment, NIH-IR were used instead of adipocytes, which proved difficult to transfect efficiently with siRNA. NIH-IR cells were chosen as the suitable alternative to adipocytes, because they are insulin-sensitive, rich in caveolae, and not due to an unspecific effect of cholesterol depletion, we depleted the caveolin-1 protein using siRNA directed against caveolin-1 mRNA. In this experiment, NIH-IR were used instead of adipocytes, which proved difficult to transfect efficiently with siRNA. NIH-IR cells were chosen as the suitable alternative to adipocytes, because they are insulin-sensitive, rich in caveolae, and can be differentiated into adipocytes (32). This siRNA showed specific effects, because it significantly lowered the caveolin-1 protein levels but did not affect the levels of other proteins such as Erk and β-tubulin (Fig. 2D). Furthermore, control siRNA had no effect on any of these proteins. Caveolin-1 siRNA treatment...
regulated in PKB signaling. Thus, deletion of PKB would attenuate the PI3K signal. IR. Thus, deletion of S6K1 augments PI3K signaling in these serine residues and suppresses its tyrosine phosphorylation by metabolic signaling. Activated S6K1 phosphorylates IRS-1 at expression (see below).

pathway activation leads to the down-regulation of PAI-1 gene expression (19). It has also been shown that active pRB, which can bind to E2F, reverses this down-regulation (26). Taken together, these results suggest that free E2F acts as a transcriptional repressor of the PAI-1 gene. We have observed that pRB phosphorylation is increased, whereas E2F-1 protein levels are reduced during adipogenesis (data not shown), suggesting that E2F activity (corresponding to free E2F) may be compromised in differentiated adipocytes. To restore the potential of E2F-mediated transcriptional repression of the PAI-1 gene in adipocytes, we sought to release free E2F by disrupting the E2F–pRB complex using an interfering peptide that corresponds to amino acids 402–419 of E2F1, the domain interacting with the pocket proteins (29). A BLAST search revealed that this domain is fairly conserved among members of the E2F family (excluding E2F-6) and, therefore, the peptide that we designed may disrupt the pocket protein–E2F interaction in general. As a control, we used a peptide with a randomly shuffled sequence. To render these peptides cell-penetrable, an HIV-1 Tat-derived peptide sequence was tagged to these peptides (30). The avidity of these peptides to disrupt the E2F–pRB complex was confirmed by DNA gel-shift assays using adipocyte nuclear extracts and a radioactive oligonucleotide, the sequence of which corresponds to the E2F-binding site of the adenovirus E2 promoter. As shown in Fig. 4A, DNA–protein complexes shifted to low-molecular-weight forms when increasing concentrations of the specific peptide were added to binding mixtures; the control peptide had no effect. Supershift assays using specific antibodies against E2F1–5 revealed that the main isoforms in the freed E2F fractions were E2F3, -4, and -5 (Fig. 4B). These peptides thus serve as an effective tool to disrupt endogenous E2F–pRB interactions.

Elevation of PAI-1 Levels in Insulin Resistance Is Suppressed by the Cell-Penetrating Peptide. To examine whether interfering peptide treatment can compromise induction of PAI-1 by hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance, we performed the following experiments. Adipocytes were prepared according to Materials and Methods and were treated with either the specific or control peptide for 12 h followed by 1 μM insulin for 2 h. As shown in Fig. 5A, the specific peptide, but not the control peptide, suppressed both basal and insulin-induced PAI-1 levels in a dose-dependent manner, the latter being more potently affected (Fig. 5A). Furthermore, the specific peptide also suppressed PAI-1 expression that was up-regulated by MBCD-induced insulin resistance (Fig. 5B). Again, the control peptide had no effect.

Discussion

Obesity is characterized by increased adipocyte mass and altered adipocyte physiology. These traits contribute to the progression of metabolic diseases, including type 2 diabetes and atherosclerosis. The PI3K pathway plays a critical role in regulating these physiological processes. For example, hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance, which are hallmarks of type 2 diabetes, are associated with increased adipocyte mass and altered adipocyte function. In adipocytes, the PI3K pathway is activated by insulin, which is a key regulator of metabolic processes. The PI3K pathway is activated by insulin, which is a key regulator of metabolic processes. In adipocytes, the PI3K pathway is activated by insulin, which is a key regulator of metabolic processes.
from obesity to insulin resistance (34). Reductions in plasma membrane cholesterol and protein levels of caveolin-1/3 are associated with adipocyte hypertrophy and obesity, respectively (5, 6). It is thought that this could lead to caveolar dysfunction, because plasma membrane cholesterol and caveolin are essential for the structural and functional integrity of caveolae (6, 7). To study the acute effects of caveolar dysfunction in adipocytes, we used cholesterol-scavenging reagents, such as MBCD, which are known to perturb caveolae in adipocytes (35). Kinetic studies have suggested that the vast majority of cholesterol scavenged by cyclodextrins is from the plasma membrane (36), where >90% of cellular cholesterol is known to reside (37). Treatment with MBCD did not affect insulin-induced tyrosine phosphorylation of the IR and its downstream mitogenic signaling, but impaired the IRS-PKB signal pathway that leads to glucose uptake (Fig. 1 A and B). This suggests that cholesterol depletion and, presumably, consequent caveolar dysfunction would lead to insulin resistance. Consistently, it was recently reported that caveolin-1(−/−) and caveolin-3(−/−) mice, both known to have a dramatic reduction in caveolae, exhibit insulin resistance (38, 39). Moreover, in adipocytes treated with TNF-α, the IR accumulated less in the detergent-insoluble low-density membrane fractions (microdomains) and shifted to the high-density fractions, suggesting a translocation of IR from caveolae to non-caveolar fractions (40). TNF-α is a potent inducer of insulin resistance (41) and PAI-1 gene expression (42). It is chronically elevated in conditions of obesity and is a major culprit in the pathogenesis of obesity-driven insulin resistance (41). Thus, denying the caveolar platform for IR signaling could be a plausible mechanism through which obesity perse and its secondary effectors elicit insulin resistance. Our hypothesis warrants further investigations into the structural and functional integrity of caveolae in obese and T2DM patients.

Treatment of adipocytes with two structurally distinct cholesterol-depleting reagents (MBCD and filipin) leads to up-regulation of insulin-induced expression of PAI-1 mRNA and protein levels (Fig. 2 A–C). Similar up-regulation is also obtained in NIH-IR cells after RNAi-mediated caveolin-1 down-regulation (Fig. 2E). Thus, perturbation of caveolae by depleting their integral components, either cholesterol or caveolin-1, leads to significant up-regulation of insulin-induced PAI-1 gene expression. MBCD alone induces PAI-1 mRNA to a certain extent (Fig. 2), but this level of induction can be explained by a slight activation of Erk, because Erk has been reported to up-regulate the PAI-1 gene by activating the AP-1 transcription factor (43). However, the MBCD-mediated synergistic increase in insulin-induced PAI-1 gene expression cannot be explained by Erk activation, because the extent of insulin-induced Erk phosphorylation (Fig. 1B) was not affected by MBCD cotreatment. We therefore postulate an alternative mechanism for the up-regulation of insulin-induced PAI-1 gene expression mediated by caveolar dysfunction (see below).

Insulin-induced PAI-1 mRNA levels are augmented by treatment with a specific PI3K inhibitor, suggesting that the PI3K pathway inhibits PAI-1 gene expression (Fig. 3B). We show that the level of serum PAI-1 is increased in PKBα−/− mice, whereas it is reduced in S6K1−/− mice (Fig. 3A). The whole blood protein concentration in both PKBα and S6K1−/− is similar to that of their wild-type litters. These results suggest that the functional state of the PI3K pathway plays an important role in the regulation of PAI-1 gene expression.

There are several reports of the PI3K pathway regulating pRB–E2F interactions in a cell-type-independent manner. Activation of PKB by inhibition of its phosphatases reduced the pRB phosphorylation and E2F1 release in C141 cells (44). In T lymphocytes, expression of active PKB is sufficient to induce E2F activity (45). In C33A cells, both wortmannin (PI3K inhibitor) treatment and overexpression of PTEN (a negative regulator of the PI3K-PKB pathway) inhibited pRB phosphorylation, and this was reversed by coexpression of a catalytically active subunit of PI3K (46). In NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, epidermal growth factor-induced pRB phosphorylation and hence G1 to S phase transition into cell cycle progression were inhibited by both LY294002 and wortmannin (47). In agreement with the finding of Usui et al. (17), we show that LY294002 inhibits insulin-induced phosphorylation of pRB in 3T3L1 adipocytes. MBCD also shows similar effects (Fig. 3C), implying that impaired metabolic signaling characteristic of insulin resistance, may reduce the phosphorylation of pRB. Hypophosphorylated pRB is known to bind E2F1–3 proteins and inhibits their activity either by directly binding to and masking the transactivation domain of E2F or by recruiting histone deacetylases (18). Reduction in pRB phosphorylation, therefore, will result in the reduction of free E2F levels. We have previously shown (26) that free E2F can act as a repressor of PAI-1 gene expression in a variety of cell lines, including U2OS, T98G, SAOS2, LLC-PK1, and MEF cells, suggesting that the E2F-mediated negative regulation of PAI-1 gene expression is a general phenomenon independent of cell type. These observations taken together, we propose that the PI3K pathway in insulin signaling negatively regulates the PAI-1 gene through phosphorylation of pRB and subsequent release of free E2F. This, in essence, is suggestive of differential regulation of PAI-1 gene expression by insulin; positive regulation through the mitogenic pathway, and negative regulation through the metabolic pathway (see Fig. 6, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). The components of the metabolic pathway may explain why insulin-induced PAI-1 levels are up-regulated in states of caveolar dysfunction.

It is widely accepted that PAI-1 levels are raised in conditions of obesity and insulin resistance (9) and play a key role in the development of cardiovascular complications in these patients. Recent studies show that PAI-1 knockout mice are resistant to high-fat-diet-induced obesity and insulin resistance, although the underlying molecular mechanisms are not well understood (48, 50). Therefore, further investigation of the role of PAI-1 in the pathogenesis of obesity-associated insulin resistance will enhance our understanding of the mechanisms involved in regulating PAI-1 expression.
In line with the data from Vuori et al. (50) showing that vitronectin–αvβ3 integrin interaction facilitates insulin-induced IRS-1 activation, we had earlier proposed a model in which PAI-1 can induce insulin resistance by binding to vitronectin and inhibiting its interaction with αvβ3 integrin (51). This suggests that PAI-1 can be a cause as well as a consequence of insulin resistance, and reducing its levels may offer immense therapeutic value. Both basal and insulin-induced PAI-1 levels could be dramatically reduced by treating adipocytes with a cell-penetrating peptide that physically disrupts the pRB–E2F interaction (Fig. 5A). Furthermore, the interfering peptide was also able to suppress the elevation of PAI-1 mRNA levels in insulin-resistant adipocytes (Fig. 5B). These results strengthen our hypothesis that insulin negatively suppresses PAI-1 gene expression through E2F proteins.

**Conclusion**

We have demonstrated that caveolar dysfunction leads to the selective impairment of the PI3K pathway in adipocytes. This compromises E2F-mediated suppression of PAI-1 gene expression, resulting in the concomitant up-regulation of PAI-1 levels. Our work thus establishes a direct link between impaired PI3K pathway and elevated PAI-1 gene expression, both characteristics of insulin-resistant conditions. We also propose a pharmacological paradigm of disrupting pRB–E2F interaction to suppress PAI-1 levels that are elevated during insulin resistance (52). Recently, the crystal structure of E2F bound to pRB was solved (52), and this should facilitate the development of small molecule inhibitors of E2F–pRB interaction.
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